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THE PROBLEM

Heimgefühl immobilien GmbH is an independent real estate company operating out of
Stuttgard, Germany. With years of real estate experience Lukas Kastner (managing director) is
passionate about offering his customers the best possible experience. 

The real estate industry has a lot of competition. It is improtant to be seen in online searches.
And with the way the world has changed over the last few years, this has become much more
important than ever before. 

With that in mind, Mr Kastner went searching for a solution. A way to rank on Google page one
that was affordable and that would get him the results he needed to grow his business.
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This graph shows the number of keywords ranked on page 1 of Google over the last 4 months. As
with all SEO, it doesn't happen overnight, but with our AI, Kaida has continued to rank more and
more keywords on page 1 of Google regardless of Google updates or search trends. 

Using our Kaida software, Mr Kustner has ranked 50 keywords on page 1 of Google in just 4 months,
with more keywords already ranking on pages 2 and 3. 
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RESULTS

UNIQUE VISITS AND OVERALL TRAFFIC

The number of unique visitors to the website increased substantially over time. 

The most telling statistic is the total number of visits to the website. This is an indication that
potential clients are returning to the website and spending more time there. This increases
touch points and the likelyhood of these potential clients making an enquiry and booking an
appointment.

Mr Kustner has seen an increase of 70% total traffic to his website over the last 4 months. This is
expected to expenentially grow over the coming months.  
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A CLOSER LOOK
AT KEYWORDS

Here is a sample of the list of keywords currently ranking for this website. Rank up keywords
(RuKs) are keywords generated by Kaida's AI software. Orientation keywords (OtK's) are
keywords Mr Kustner wanted to be ranked on, the keywords Kaida used to learn. 

Kaida ranks the keywords we want to rank (OtKs) as well as generates additional keywords
based on search trends and Google algorithm changes (RuKs).

WHAT DO RELEVANT KEYWORDS LOOK LIKE?
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TYPE KEYWORD PAGE RANK

RuK

RuK

RuK

immobilienmakler Ludwigsburg und Stuttgart

immobilienmakler metzingen und Ludwigsburg

RuK heimgefühl immobilienmakler in heilbronn

RuK immobilienmakler Winnenden und Schwieberdingen

OtK

immobilienmakler in stuttgart heimgefühl

OtK immobilienmakler sindelfingen

OtK heimgefühl immobilien gmbh

1immobilienmakler göppingen

1

1

2

1

2

1

1



If 2020 showed us anything, it is the importance of being visible online for your business to
grow. Those that didn't invest heavily in SEO or content creation fell by the way side. It is
estimated that 500 000 small to medium businesses closed permanently as a direct result of the
global pandemic in the UK alone. 

Traditional SEO is heavily reliant on people, reactive (rather than proactive) and expensive. The
quality of your SEO is highly dependent on who works on your website. The saying 'you get what
you pay for' is apt in this instance. Good traditional SEO is expensive and doesn't guarantee
results.

KAiDA SOLVES THIS SEO DILEMMA!

With the help of Kaida, your website can rank faster and with more keywords than traditional
SEO. At a price you can afford.

Kaida is a world first AI-driven keyword ranking algorihm software that achieves proven results
or your money back. That's right! We are so confident in our AI that we are guaranteeing our
results. 
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CONCLUSION

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR YOUR WEBSITE
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CONTACT US

Contact us today to see if we can help your business get the results you need at a price you can
afford.

 

www.KaidaSEOSolutions.com 
 


